Easy, fast audit confirmations. Every time.

Thomson Reuters® Confirmation is the digital solution and global network trusted by audit firms, banks, law firms, and other businesses to quickly and securely verify financial data.

16K+ audit firms
4,000 responding banks and departments
5,000 responding law firms

...all trust Thomson Reuters Confirmation for confirming financial data

Fast
Reduce the confirmation process from weeks to days, and cut your costs by over half (compared to doing paper confirms). Automatic follow-ups and status updates make your audits more efficient.

Secure
Work in a solution that puts security first. Thomson Reuters Confirmation services exceed industry security standards and pass hundreds of audits each year.

Easy
Create an account, and once you’re validated, you can start sending confirmations in minutes. Plus, your clients will appreciate the easy digital authorization process.

Use Thomson Reuters Confirmation for all your requests
Bank Legal AR/AP EBP/401(k)

Guaranteed response
Each in-network responder is validated, and their response to your request is guaranteed.

confirmation.com
866-325-7201
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